Experion Batch
Visualize Batch Production Like Never Before

Patent-Pending Batch Visualization Technology
Experion® Batch dramatically increases operator productivity. Advanced visualization features:
- Embedded batch history and golden batch comparison
- Predictive look-ahead views for efficient planning
- Messaging workflow optimized to reduce delays and assist operations work planning
- System-guided troubleshooting
- Automatic real-time notification when a batch is delayed

Distributed Batch Control
Experion Batch enables distributed batch control for a smarter approach to unit operations.

Distributed batch control:
- Renders a dedicated batch server unnecessary
- Eliminates reliance on Microsoft Windows – no updating, no virus concerns
- Increases availability of unit-based procedures and operations
- Reduces testing and validation effort

These additional benefits make Experion Batch a powerful batch solution:
- Maximum asset utilization
- Efficient batch process planning
- Rapid response to interactive instructions
- Efficient troubleshooting, reduced downtime

Learn more at HoneywellProcess.com/Batch.